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METHOD OF MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING
AND AN APPARATUS THEREOF

trum. HoWever, these conventional methods have draWbacks
in that varying either the spectral sensitivity of the camera or
the illumination typically comes at the cost of loWering the
spatial resolution or the frame rate of the acquired data.
Accordingly, there has been a need for a novel multispec

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a multispectral imaging
and, in particular, to a multispectral imaging method and
system that is capable of obtaining a continuous spectral

tral imaging technique that is capable of obtaining multispec
tral image Without a cost of loWering spatial resolution and
frame rate.

re?ectance image With an ef?cient and simple structure and a

relatively small number of frames.

DISCLOSURE

BACKGROUND ART

Technical Problem

Typically, an object shoWs slight variations in its color and

The present invention has been made in an effort to solve

appearance due to the variations of material composition or

the above problems, and it is an object of the present invention
to provide a multispectral imaging method and system that
are capable of obtaining an image With simpli?ed system
complexity While overcoming the performance limits of con

compound of different scene elements, and the capability of
detecting such variations is one of the important factors for an

image pickup system. In ?elds such as medical imaging,
automatic inspection, and remote sensing, particularly, vari
ous imaging methods have been developed to detect anoma

20

lies such as, respectively, skin disease, food contamination,

sponding spectral variations in surface re?ectance.
HoWever, recovery of surface re?ection is impossible

tion and frame rate.
25

nation spectrum and the spectral re?ectance of the object in
the scene. This is because, even if the illumination spectrum
is known, an RGB camera provides only 3 measurements
(Red, Green, and Blue) that are insu?icient to recover the
spectral re?ectance. For this reason, conventional RGB

30

35

imaging techniques inferior to the multispectral imaging
techniques in color expression performance and applicability
to variant illumination environments or media. Also, in a
metameric environment in Which some colors are not distinc

tive from each other, RGB imaging techniques are likely to
ignore useful information.

40

of spectral re?ectances of Munsell color chips.

50

KS

With a multispectral camera and a ?xed illumination, the

(1)

so) = 2 mm

spectrum of the illumination can be modulated temporally, to

k’l

provide a multispectral light source. Illumination spectrum
55

Where s0») is the continuous spectral re?ectance, ok indi
cates the Weights, b0») indicates the spectral basis functions,

era With rapidly changing spectral sensitivity. Also, if there
are M camera channels and N spectrally distinct illumina
60

pendent measurements With a minor increase in system
complexity. Even in this case, in order to obtain a multispec
tral illumination to a dynamic scene, a large number of chan
nels are required, resulting in an increase of M.
spectral sensitivity of the camera or the illumination spec

eigenvectors of a correlation matrix derived from a database

emitting diode cluster, and the continuous spectral re?ectance
is calculated by an equation:

scene, hoWever, the spectral re?ectance must be measured
With high temporal resolution. Unfortunately, there exist no

As described above, conventional multispectral imaging
methods obtain multispectral illumination by changing the

respective Weights.

Preferably, the light sources constitutes at least one light

tance of the scene can be determined. In the case of a dynamic

tions, the number of effective channels is MN. This multipli
cative effective dramatically increases the number of inde

control signal; determining a plurality of spectral basis func
tions and Weights of the spectral basis functions; and acquir
ing a continuous spectral re?ectance by summing values
obtained by multiplying the spectral basis functions and

plurality of lights sources, and the spectral basis functions are
45

the illumination spectrum is knoWn, the multispectral re?ec

modulation is advantageous since it is easier to create an
illumination source With rapidly changing spectra than a cam

determining an on-off combination of a plurality of light
sources illuminating a scene; illuminating the scene With the
light sources according to the on-off combination selected on
the basis of a ?rst control signal generated by a microcontrol
ler; capturing an image of the scene by operating a camera on
the basis of a second control signal synchroniZed With the ?rst

knoWn spectral response characteristics of a camera and the

have been developed for estimating the spectral re?ectance of

methods for capturing multispectral videos in real-time.
Instead of obtaining the spectral re?ectance exclusively

imaging method. The multispectral imaging method includes

Preferably, the Weights are determined using spectra to

In order to solve these problems, a Wide variety of methods
a scene. For a static scene With ?xed illumination, the spectral
sensitivity of the camera can be varied over time such that, if

Technical Solution

In accordance With an aspect of the present invention, the
above and other objects are accomplished by a multispectral

based computer-aided imaging devices and graphic tech
niques, implemented on the basis of the sum of simpli?ed
spectral Weights of RGB rather than real colors, are limited in
color expressions, Whereby, it is knoWn that the RGB-based

It is another object of the present invention to provide a

multispectral imaging method and system that are capable of
obtaining an image Without a cost of loWering spatial resolu

and deforestation using speci?c devices sensitive to corre

exclusively With conventional RGB cameras, since the
appearance of a captured image depends on both the illumi

ventional RGB imaging techniques.

65

and KS is a number of the spectral basis functions.
Preferably, the on-off combination of the light sources to
be illuminated to the scene is determined by a Weight matrix
minimiZing offset of a spectral re?ectance of a predetermined
representative material to the spectral basis functions, camera
channel, spectra of the light sources, and number of frames
Preferably, the light sources are characterized in that spec
tral response of each camera channel overlaps With at least
one light source, the spectrum of the illumination is different

US 8,284,279 B2
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for the frames, and a total power of illumination in a frame is
comparable to that obtained When half the light sources are

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a ?oWchart illustrating a multispectral imaging
method according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

on.

In accordance With another aspect of the present invention,
the above and other objects are accomplished by a multispec

invention;

tral imaging system. The multispectral imaging system

FIG. 2 is a conceptual vieW illustrating a multispectral

includes a microcontroller Which generates an on-off control

imaging system according to an exemplary embodiment of

signal indicating an on-off combination of light sources illu
minating a scene and generates an operation control signal in

the present invention;

synchronization With the on-off control signal; a plurality of

spectral response characteristics of the multispectral imaging

FIG. 3 is a graph illustrating a source spectral poWer and

light sources that turn on according to the on-off combination

method according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

indicated by the on-off control signal to illuminate the scene;

invention;

a camera Which captures an image of the scene on the basis of

FIG. 4 is a graphical diagram illustrating spectral illumi

the operation control signal; and a multispectral image gen

nations and corresponding spectra sensed by a camera
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven

erator Which determines a plurality of spectral basis functions

and Weights of the spectral basis functions, and acquires a
continuous spectral re?ectance by summing values obtained

tion;

FIG. 5 is a conceptual vieW illustrating multiple illumina

by multiplying the spectral basis functions and respective

tion combination With Which a reconstructed continuous

Weights.

Preferably, the microcontroller includes a light-emitting

20

FIG. 6 is a graph illustrating variations of RMS error hav

diode controller having a master board and at least one slave

ing continuous spectral re?ectance;

board, the master board controlling the slave board by pro
cessing the user input, and the slave board controlling on/off
of the light sources according to control signals generated by

FIG. 7 is a photograph illustrating a multispectral imaging
system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
25

the master board.

tances of color chips on the Macbeth chart measured using

multiplexed illumination;

RGB camera.

FIG. 9 is a graph illustrating average reconstruction errors

Preferably, the spectral basis functions are eigenvectors of
characterized in that spectral response of each camera chan
nel overlaps With at least one light source, the spectrum of the
illumination is different for the frames, and a total poWer of
illumination in a frame is comparable to that obtained When

invention;

FIG. 8 is a graphical diagram illustrating spectral re?ec

Preferably, the light sources constitutes at least one light
emitting diode cluster, and the camera includes at least one
a correlation matrix derived from a database of spectral
re?ectances of Munsell color chips, and the light sources are

spectral re?ectance shoWs least error;

30

in RMS for Macbeth chart;
FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram illustrating a multi

spectral imaging system according to an exemplary embodi
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating a con?guration of a
35

multispectral imaging system according to an embodiment of

the present invention;

half the light sources are on.

FIG. 12 is a photograph illustrating a master board of FIG.

Advantageous Effects

11;

FIG. 13 is a photograph illustrating a slave board of FIG.

The multi spectral imaging method of the present invention

40

is practical and e?icient in that a continuous spectral re?ec

FIG. 14 is a data format exchanged betWeen mast and slave
board by means of a serial communication unit according to

tance image can be acquired With a minimiZed number of

measurements required for obtaining spectral re?ectance.
Accordingly, the multispectral imaging method of the present
invention can be applied to various ?elds, such as image

45

reproduction and medical imaging, While overcoming perfor

invention;

BEST MODE

FIG. 17 is a photograph illustrating an RGB camera of the

50

In order to overcome the shortcomings of the conventional

multispectral imaging system, the present invention

multispectral imaging system according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 18 is a photograph illustrating metameric distinguish
ability of the multispectral imaging system according to an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

55

surements to recover a continuous spectral re?ectance. In the

former method, rather than sequentially activating the
sources as in the conventional method, an optimal Way is
proposed for multiplexing the sources so as to minimiZe the

an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating an LED cluster according
to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 16 is a photograph illustrating an LED cluster fabri
cated according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

mance limits of the conventional RGB imaging techniques.

decreases a number of measurements for obtaining the spec
tral re?ectance. The number of measurements can be reduced
in tWo Ways: ?rst by using several sources With different
spectra, and second using a ?nite number of spectral mea

11;

FIG. 19 is a graph illustrating a receiver operating charac
teristic (ROC) curves for separation of metameric appearance
using multispectral imaging system according to an exem

plary embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 20 is a photograph illustrating a relighting effect of the
60

number of images acquired While maintaining high signal-to

multi spectral imaging system according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.

noise ratio. In either Way, a video-rate multispectral imaging

system is implemented.
That is, the multispectral imaging method of the present

invention recovers the continuous spectral re?ectance for

each scene point by using a linear model for spectral re?ec
tance.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
65

FIG. 1 is a ?oWchart illustrating a multispectral imaging
method according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
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Referring to FIG. 1, an optimal on-off combination of the

camera. High-cost devices that use complex optics and cus

multiple illumination spectra, that can recover the continuous

tom photo-sensors have been developed for remote sensing
that can acquire hyperspectral videos of dynamic scenes. All
these conventional systems trade off temporal and/or spatial
resolution to capture spectral information. A noteWorthy
approach that avoids this trade-off is the IRODORI system
that can capture 6-band HDTV video using an optical splitter,

spectral re?ectance, is determined to the multiple illumina
tion sources With distinct spectra so as to minimize the dif

ference of the recovered continuous spectral re?ectance.

Using the combination, the operation sequence of the given
numbers of illumination spectra is determined such that the
difference of the recovered continuous spectral re?ectance
can be minimized. In this step, the multiple illumination

color ?lters, and tWo RGB sensors. HoWever, this system does

spectra are optimized for obtaining the multiple spectra.
Next, an image of the object is acquired using the opti

not deal With hoW to recover the continuous spectrum from
the 6 color measurements.

mized multiple illumination spectra. In an embodiment of the

In the meantime, the multispectral imaging system accord

present invention, the image of the object is obtained using

ing to an embodiment of the present invention uses spectral

multiple RGB cameras operating according to on signals

multiplexed illumination that is complementary to any mul
tispectral camera. A spectrum reconstruction method is
described hereinafter before explaining hoW to optimize the

synchronized With on-off signals of the multiple illumination
sources, and the continuous spectral re?ectance is recovered
from the image obtained by the RGB cameras. In more detail,

the multispectral imaging method according to an exemplary
embodiment is implemented according to the following.
1. Optimization of Multiple Illumination Spectra Con

spectral multiplexed illumination.
20

struction
As described above, a multiplexing sequence of the

this re?ectance recovery method is implemented on the basis
of restrictive assumptions on surface re?ectance, the achiev

sources that minimizes least squares error is determined for a

given set of sources With distinct spectra (some may narroW
and others may Wide) and the number of alloWable measure

25

30

been proposed based on measured spectral re?ectances. A
feW non-linear models have also been proposed. In this
embodiment, the nonlinearities of the devices are explained

35

by pre-calibrating them. While recovering the parameters of a
linear model for spectral reconstruction, the constraint that
spectral re?ectance is positive should be enforced.
Model-Based Spectral Reconstruction

3. Multispectral Imaging System

A practical loW-cost system that is capable of capturing
multispectral videos at 30 fps is proposed. The system uses
off-the-shelf components, including a commodity RGB
video camera and a set of Light Emitting Diode (LED) light

FIG. 2 is a conceptual vieW illustrating a multispectral

imaging system according to an exemplary embodiment of
the present invention.

sources. Although the RGB video camera and LEDs are dis

closed in this embodiment, the present invention is not limited

thereto. For example, the multispectral imaging system of the
present invention can be implemented With any types of
image measurement devices and light sources.

40

Although exemplary embodiments of the present invention
are described hereinafter With reference to the accompanying

draWings in detail, the present invention is not limited to such
cases.

able performance of reconstruction is limited.
In general, the space of spectral re?ectance curves for
natural materials can be Well-approximated With a loW
dimensional linear model. A number of linear models have

ments.

2. Model-Based Spectral Reconstruction
A simple and empirical linear model is applied for estimat
ing the full spectral re?ectance at each pixel from the small
number of multiplexed measurements. Since the model is
linear, the reconstruction is e?icient and stable.

Recovering re?ectances from single illumination With
ordinary RGB sensors has been proposed. HoWever, since

45

Referring to FIG. 2, the scene is illuminated using a
sequence of distinct multiplexed illuminations and an image
is captured for each illumination using a synchronized RGB
camera operating according to signals synchronized With on
signals. If the number of color channels is M and the number

of illuminations is N, a multiplexed multispectral image With

A multispectral video has tWo spatial dimensions, one
spectral dimension and one temporal dimension. The multi

MN channels is obtained.

spectral video can be vieWed as a 3 dimensional (3D) volume
of measurements that varies With time. This 3D volume can

reconstruct the full continuous spectral re?ectance s0») from

be acquired using a Wide variety of imaging devices. These

In this embodiment, some assumptions are needed to

images obtained a ?nite set of measurements (camera chan
50

devices differ in the mechanisms they use to separate, over

If the spectral curves are arbitrarily complex, MN must be

space and/or time, the incoming light into its spectral com

large. HoWever, in order to capture the spectral re?ectance of

ponents. This separation is done using prisms, diffraction
gratings, tunable ?lters, or gen ?lters.
Existing systems differ in terms of hoW they trade off
spatial and temporal resolution to obtain multispectral mea
surements for each point in the ?eld of vieW.
For static scenes, the temporal dimension can be used to
measure the spectrum. For example, a spectrometer can be
used to measure the spectrum of a single point, and the entire
?eld of vieW is scanned over time. Other devices capture a set

55

60

approaches can simultaneously scan a static scene With

small, for example, N:2 and M:3. Fortunately, the spectral
model is the set of orthogonal spectral basis functions bkO»)
proposed by Parkkinen et al. These basis functions are eigen
vectors of a correlation matrix derived from a database con

sisting of the measured spectral re?ectances of 1257 Munsell
color chips. Although the loW-parameter linear model is used

tivity of the camera over time. A popular Way of changing the

respect to space and spectrum by modifying a commodity

dynamic scenes (at video rate) With a ?nite number of cam
eras, the number of multiplexed illuminations must be fairly
re?ectance of most real-World surfaces can be Well-approxi
mated using a loW-parameter linear model. Such a linear

of monochrome 2D images by changing the spectral sensi

spectral sensitivity is by using tunable ?lters. Some hybrid

nels).

65

in this embodiment, the present invention is not limited
thereto. For example, linear models shoWing various linear
characteristics can be applied according to the feature of the

target object.

US 8,284,279 B2
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In this embodiment, it is empirically known that this model
gives fairly accurate spectral reconstructions for a Wide range

Where 0t is a smoothness parameter. Then, the Equation (7)
can be optimiZed as

of real-World materials. The Model can be Written as
minIFo' — IIZ, subject to A0’ 2 O,

K;

(3)

0'

(2)

so) = 2 mm).

Where E:[FT0tPT]TWith Pfazbkotg/axz, 1§1§L, lékéKs,

and I:[IT 0]T. This regularized minimiZation can also be
solved With quadratic programming. In this embodiment,

Where are ok are scalar coe?icients and KS is the number of

quadrog routine of Matlab is used.
Both the numbers of parameters KS and 0t can be thought of

parameters of the model. By substituting Equation (2) in
Equation (1), Equation (3) is obtained as
KS
k 1

01 fbkmcmwpnmm

as different Ways to regulariZe the spectral recovery. KS con
ditions the recovery based on the empirical re?ectances,
While 0t simply forces the solution to be smooth (i.e., the

(3)

re?ectances does not to have excessively large value). By
using a combination of both, a reasonable estimate of the full
spectrum can be robustly recovered even With a small number

To estimate these parameters from a set of images, it is

required to determine the spectral response cmO») of each of

of channels (M:3) and a small number of images (NI2).
20

the camera’ s color channels and the spectrum pnO») of each of
the multiplexed illuminations via calibration. This calibration
is done using a spectrometer and knoWn re?ectance targets.

The knoWn quantities in Equation (3) can be absorbed into

MNKS coe?icients: fmnk:jbk(}\,)cm(}\,)pn(}\,)d}\,. Equation (3) is
reWritten in matrix form by substituting fmnk into Equation (4)

ine?icient and capturing multispectral image at video rate
requires a minimum number of distinct illumination. More
over, to ensure that the measurements have a good signal-to
25

(4)

Finding the Multiplexed Illuminations
In order to effectively apply the multispectral imaging
30

When FTP is invertible, a least squares solution o:(FT

method according to an embodiment of the present invention,
the spectral illumination should be rapidly varied. For this
reason, a compound light source made up of many sources
elements are required. Such a light source can be constructed
as a cluster of Q types of sources, each type With a distinct

F)_1FTI is obtained. However, the least squares solution
results in negative recovered spectral re?ectance for some
Wavelengths. Therefore, in order to meet the requirement that

spectral re?ectance function should be positive, the folloWing

noise ratio, the irradiance received by the imager must be
high. A method for ?nding distinct illuminations that satisfy
these conditions is described hereinafter.

as

FUII.

Multiplexed Spectral Illumination

As described above, sequential activation of the sources is
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condition must be satis?ed:

spectral curve I q(}\,). The illumination used for the nth cap
tured image is Weighted sum of the Q sources. The Weights

are denoted by dnq, Where oédngé 1. In this notation, dl 1:0
KS

(5)
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so) = 2 mm 2 0.

and dUII correspond to the sources of the ?rst type being
fully turned on and turned off in the ?rst frame, respectively.
The spectrum of the compound light source for frame n is

k:l

To this end, the problem is reformulated as a constrained
minimiZation as folloWs:

qIl
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If the above expression is substituted for p” in Equation (3),

(6)

the measure value at a pixel for camera channel In and frame

Where Alk:bk(}\,l) With léléL and lékéKs. This optimiZa
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n can be Written as

tion can be solved using quadratic programming. HoWever, a
solution to the constrained quadratic minimiZation in Equa
tion (6) may not be numerically stable if F has a rank loWer
than KS, or if F has a large condition number. In this case, it
cannot be expected to obtain a reasonable solution Without
imposing further constraints. In this embodiment, a smooth

ness constraint is imposed since real-World spectral re?ec
tances tend to be smooth. This is done by penaliZing large
values for the second derivative of the spectral re?ectance
With respect to 7»:

}

(10)
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Where gmkq:jbk(7t)cm(7t)lq(7t)d7t. Note that gmkq does not
depend on the scene or the illuminations used. In particular,
for a given basis {bk}, a set ofcamera channels {cm}, a set of

(7)
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light source spectra {lq}, and a ?xed number of frames N, the
Weights d:{dng}, Which minimiZe the errors in the recon
struction of a representative set of knoWn spectral re?ec
tances, can be found. In short, found is the optimal Weights

dopt given by

US 8,284,279 B2
10
embodiment. With this con?guration, it is possible to acquire
a continuous spectral re?ectance image that is reasonably
smooth.

Multispectral Imaging System

FIG. 7 is a picture illustrating a multispectral imaging
system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.

Where e is used to denote the representative materials and is
the ideal image intensity for the material e. The solution
depends on the representative materials used. In this embodi
ment, the knoWn re?ectance curves of common objects

Referring to FIG. 7, the multispectral imaging system
according to an embodiment of the present invention includes
a controller, a plurality of LED clusters that are illuminating

(available from NYU at http :WWW.cns .nyu.edu/ftp/ltm/SSR/)

a scene on the basis of control signal of the controller, and a
camera for capturing an image of the scene under the control
of the controller. In this embodiment, LEDs are used as the

are used.

When dnq is an indicator variable (i.e., dnqe{0,l }), the

light sources as they are inexpensive, compact, and easy to
control. In this embodiment, tWo identical LED clusters are
installed, and each cluster consists of 5 kinds of LEDs:

source can only be fully on or fully off. In this case, dopt can
be found using brute force search over all the variables. When

the number Q of different types of sources is small, the search
can be done in reasonable time. In this embodiment, the
compound light source is a cluster of “White,” “red,” “amber,”
“green,” and “blue” LEDs, i.e. QIS. In order to determine the
multiplexed illuminations, it is required to specify the camera
responses cm, the basis function bk, and the number of
acquired frames N. The poWer spectra of the ?ve LEDs as
Well as the spectral responses of the camera’s three channels
(MI3) are shoWn in FIG. 3. For spectral reconstruction from

the measured image brightnesses, the ?rst 8 components of

“White,” “red,” “amber,” “green,” and “blue” (ItsWell.TM.).

One of the clusters is shoWn at bottom left area of FIG. 7. The
total number of LEDs of the clusters is l2><l2:l44. The
LEDs at the same locations in all cells are simultaneously

controlled using a microprocessor (AVRTM) (not shoWn). In
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the Parkkinen basis (KSI8) are used.
The tWo multiplexed illuminations With the loWest recon
struction error (highest rank) for the object spectra Were

determined using Equation 11. The spectra of these tWo illu
minations and the corresponding spectra observed by the
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The three pairs of multiplexed illuminations that Were
found to have the highest three ranks are shoWn in FIG. 5.
35

are on.

In order to understand hoW the parameters KS and 0t affect

spectra match very Well. Similar results are obtained for all
40

the remaining chips on the chart. These results provided
strong evidence that multispectral imaging system can mea
sure full spectral re?ectance With reasonable accuracy. FIG. 9
is a bar graph illustrating average reconstruction errors in
RMS for Macbeth color chart.
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A system for implementing the above multispectral imag
ing method is provided in an embodiment of the present
invention, FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a con?gu
ration of a multispectral imaging system according to an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

the performance of the spectral reconstruction algorithm,
extensive simulations using the NYU common object spectra
have been performed. Some of the simulation results are
shoWn in FIG. 6.
Referring to FIG. 6, each line represents the RMS error in

The smoothness parameter 0t is set to 64.0.

In FIG. 8, the knoWn spectra (red solid lines) and the
estimated spectra (dotted black lines) for a feW of the color
chips are shoWn. It is noted that the estimated and actual

search algorithm and they have folloWing desirable attributes:
(a) Full Utilization: The spectral response of each camera
channel overlaps With at least one component light source
(LED) in each of the tWo frames.
(b) Independence: For each camera channel, the spectrum
of the illumination is different for the tWo frames.
(c) Normalization: The total poWer of illumination in a
frame is comparable to that obtained When half the sources

signal to the camera. The radiometric response of each cam
era channel Was calibrated using the knoWn method.

The accuracy of the spectral estimation can be veri?ed by
using the MacBeth Color Checker chart. The number of Park
kinen basis functions KS, as a parameter for the analysis, is 8.

camera are shoWn in FIG. 4.

These illuminations Were automatically found using the

this embodiment, the poWer spectra of the different types of
LEDs are measuredusing a spectroradiometer (Luchem SPR
400lTM). Also, a CCD camera With external trigger (Point
Grey Dragon?y Express) is used for capturing the scenes.
This camera Works stably at 120 fps. To increase image irra
diance, the camera operates at 60 fps and acquires multispec
tral videos at 30 fps (N:2). The microprocessor controls the
timing of the LED clusters and provides a synchronization
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Referring to FIG. 10, the multispectral imaging system
includes a microcontroller Which generates an on-off control

the recovered object spectra (using an optimal pair (N:2) of

signal according to an on-off combination and an operation

illuminations) as a function of a (regularization term), for a

control signal in synchronization With the on-off signal; a

given KS (number of terms of Parkinnen basis). For all simu
lations, noise is added using a noise model estimated for the
PointGrey Dragon?y Express camera is added. A similar set
of simulations Were done for N:3 frames. Surprisingly, hoW
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image of the scene on the basis of the operation control signal,
and a multispectral image generator Which determines a plu

ever, the errors Were not decreased. In order to realize the

bene?ts of using a large number of frames, a large number of
sources With distinct spectra are required. In this embodi
ment, multiple sources having different spectra and their on
off combination are used for reducing spectral reconstruction
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rality of spectral basis functions and Weights of the basis
functions, sums the values obtained by multiplying the spec
tral basis functions With corresponding Weights, and deter
mines a continuous spectral re?ectance of the scene on the

basis of the summation result.
According to an embodiment of the present invention, a
multispectral imaging system includes an LED cluster for

error. In a case of video of dynamic scenes, hoWever, a large
number of frames are required. This can be achieved using a

high-speed camera. HoWever, reduction of exposure time
decreases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For these reasons,
just 2 frames and 5 types of light sources are used in this

plurality of light sources Which illuminates a scene on the
basis of the on-off control signal; a camera Which captures an
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implementing the multispectral image capture system corre
sponding to the multiple light sources, an LED controller
corresponding to the microcontroller, and a camera capturing

